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Breakthroughs in supervised deep learning
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… but deep learning is really bad without labels
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Learning without labels
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Weakly-supervised learning
Learning without labels
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Weakly-supervised learning

Metric Learning

Learning without labels
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Weakly-supervised learning

Metric Learning Self-supervised learning

Contrastive learning

Learning without labels
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Metric / similarity driven learning

5

Idea: Learn a representation by learning a distance metric

This idea is the forerunner of “modern representation learning”
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Metric / similarity driven learning
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Metric Learning

Idea: Learn a representation by learning a distance metric

This idea is the forerunner of “modern representation learning”
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Linear Metric learning setup

6

Let  denote training data (e.g., images, text, …)x1, …, xn
Assume: Input points  are vectorsxi
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Linear Metric learning setup
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Let  denote training data (e.g., images, text, …)x1, …, xn
Assume: Input points  are vectorsxi

Goal: Learn a linear 
representation so that 
in “embedding” space 
“similar” points are 
closer to each other 
and farther away from 
“dissimilar” ones
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Linear metric learning setup

7

S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data
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S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data

Goal: learn linear transformation to respect similarity
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S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data

Goal: learn linear transformation to respect similarity
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Linear metric learning setup

7

S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data

Goal: learn linear transformation to respect similarity

x ↦ Lx
∥xi − xj∥ ↦ ∥Lxi − Lxj∥

Key insight
∥Lx − Ly∥2 = (x − y)TLTL(x − y)
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Linear metric learning setup

7

S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data

Goal: learn linear transformation to respect similarity

x ↦ Lx
∥xi − xj∥ ↦ ∥Lxi − Lxj∥

Key insight
∥Lx − Ly∥2 = (x − y)TLTL(x − y)=

A ⪰ 0
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Linear metric learning summary
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Aim: Learn Mahalanobis distance dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)

s.t. for pairs in S, dA is small; for pairs in D, dA large

S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data
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Linear metric learning summary
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Aim: Learn Mahalanobis distance dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)

s.t. for pairs in S, dA is small; for pairs in D, dA large

S := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in the same class}
D := {(xi,xj) | xi and xj are in di↵erent classes}

We assume: weakly-supervised training data

Problem introduced in 2003 by Xing, Ng, Jordan, Russell
Still remains a subject of research!
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Zeroth (naive) model*
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min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj)� �
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA(xi,xj)

dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)

Fails
Fails empirically, but also insufficient

since poor scaling or bad choice of D 
can drive the A to be very large and lead

to a useless solution…

[skipped during lecture]
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First model: MMC*
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[Xing, Jordan, Russell, Ng 2002]
MMC

min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj)

such that
X

(xi,xj)2D

q
dA(xi,xj) � 1

in fact, this paper introduced the 
term metric learning into ML

Semidefinite Programming (SDP): Convex problem

Question: Why the square-root?

[skipped during lecture]
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Second model: LMNN*
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min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

h
(1� µ)dA(xi,xj) + µ

X
l
(1� yil)⇠ijl

i

dA(xi,xl)� dA(xi,xj) � 1� ⇠ijl

⇠ijl � 0

LMNN
[Weinberger, Saul 2005]

Convex formulation inspired by famous SVM

widely used, successful model 
made metric learning popular

term penalizes small 
distances between 

differently labeled examples

(yil = 1 if and only if yi = yl, i.e., if 

points i and l are “similar/same”)

Question: What happens without

the slack variables ξ

[skipped during lecture]
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Third model: ITML*
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[Davis, Kulis, Jain, Sra, Dhillon 2007]
ITML

min
A⌫0

Dld(A,A0)

such that dA(x,y)  u, (x,y) 2 S,
dA(x,y) � l, (x,y) 2 D

Dld(A,A0) := tr(AA�1
0 )� log det(AA�1

0 )� d

relative entropy b/w Gaussians
widely used, successful model 
popular alternative to LMNN

nonlin cost, permit

gradient-based opt.

Convex, but nonlinear SDP. Admits efficient algorithm

[skipped during lecture]
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Tons of other models*
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Main concerns of ITML, LMNN, etc.:
They do not scale well to the large problems, with respect to:

1. The number of constraints (how?)

2. The dimensionality of the input data (why?)

search run: 6/23/2021, 10pm EDT

Explore: Implement solvers for LMNN and ITML and experiment

[skipped during lecture]
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New model: Geometric approach
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Naive model

min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj)� �
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA(xi,xj)

dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)
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Naive model

min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj)� �
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA(xi,xj)

min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj) +
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA�1(xi,xj)

New idea

dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)

Intuitively: If a > b, then a-1 < b-1
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New model: Geometric approach
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min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj) +
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA�1(xi,xj)

dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)
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New model: Geometric approach
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min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj) +
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA�1(xi,xj)

Collect similar points into S and dissimilar into D
S :=

X

(xi,xj)2S

(xi � xj)(xi � xj)
T ,

D :=
X

(xi,xj)2D

(xi � xj)(xi � xj)
T

dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)
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min
A⌫0

X

(xi,xj)2S

dA(xi,xj) +
X

(xi,xj)2D

dA�1(xi,xj)

Collect similar points into S and dissimilar into D
S :=

X

(xi,xj)2S

(xi � xj)(xi � xj)
T ,

D :=
X

(xi,xj)2D

(xi � xj)(xi � xj)
T

min
A�0

h(A) := tr(AS) + tr(A�1D)

Equivalent problem

dA(x,y) := (x� y)TA(x� y)
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Geometric mean metric learning

16

Closed form solution!
rh(A) = 0 , S �A�1DA�1 = 0

A = S�1# 1
2
D

X#tY := X
1
2 (X� 1

2Y X� 1
2 )tX

1
2

Where we define the matrix “Geometric Mean” via

[details skipped during lecture]
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(Weighted) Geometric mean metric learning*
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Question: How to handle weights?

min
A�0

h(A) := tr(AS) + tr(A�1D)

min
A�0

tr(AS) + �tr(A�1D)
<latexit sha1_base64="cWOAjRufn0/epP9MrvZy4fxUoqg=">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</latexit>

Question: What’s wrong with this formulation?

[skipped during lecture]
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Riemannian geometry: handling weights*
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min
A�0

�2R(A,S�1) + �2R(A,D)

�R(X,Y ) := klog(Y �1/2XY �1/2)kF for X,Y � 0

• GMML solution via alternative objective

where we use the Riemannian distance

min
A�0

ht(A) := (1� t) �2R(A,S�1) + t �2R(A,D)
• Weighted GMML formulation

• Weighted geometric mean
A = S�1]t D for t 2 [0, 1]

S�1

D

*

S
�
1 #

t
D

Still a closed-form solution!
[skipped during lecture]
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Experiments

19

NOTE: May think of this as a “supervised whitening transform”

Code: https://github.com/PouriaZ/GMML
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NOTE: May think of this as a “supervised whitening transform”

Running time in seconds

Code: https://github.com/PouriaZ/GMML
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Use auxiliary data / task!
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beading plane brown root  
fungus

scalded milk

Use auxiliary data / task!
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beading plane brown root  
fungus

scalded milk

Use auxiliary data / task!

Medical  
imaging

Xie & Richmond, ECCV 2018 workshop

4 Y. Xie and D. Richmond

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Fine-tuning the ImageNet-trained models on X-ray data. (a) The color model
is fine-tuned and tested on X-ray data after converting the X-ray images to 3-channel
pseudo-color images. (b) The grayscale model is fine-tuned and tested on X-ray data
without any image transformation.

For training on the color ImageNet data, standard augmentation methods
[11] were used: cropping images based on a distorted version of the annotated
bounding box, random horizontal flipping, and altering the intensities of the
RGB channel. RMSProp optimizer was used with a decay factor of 0.9. The
initial learning rate was set to 0.01 with a decay factor of 0.94 every 2 epochs [9].
The batch size was set to 64. The network was trained until the loss converged.
The model converged after about 14 days and 1.67 million steps (around 84
epochs). The validation accuracy was 0.9169 for top-5 and 0.7372 for top-1. The
state-of-the-art validation accuracy using Inception-V3 on the same dataset is
0.939 for top-5 and 0.780 for top-1 [12].

For training on the grayscale ImageNet data, the same hyper-parameters
and augmentation methods were used. After augmentation, the color images
were converted to grayscale, using the Luma transformation [7]. The batch size
was set to 64 and the network was trained until the loss converged. The model
converged after about 16 days and 1.92 million steps (around 100 epochs). The
validation images were also converted to grayscale, and the validation accuracy
was 0.9117 for top-5 and 0.7323 for top-1. Surprisingly, the performance of the
model trained and tested on grayscale ImageNet was only 0.5% lower than the
color model, suggesting that color is not a critical feature in image classification.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the first-layer kernels
learned from the color model and the grayscale model.
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4 Y. Xie and D. Richmond

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Fine-tuning the ImageNet-trained models on X-ray data. (a) The color model
is fine-tuned and tested on X-ray data after converting the X-ray images to 3-channel
pseudo-color images. (b) The grayscale model is fine-tuned and tested on X-ray data
without any image transformation.

For training on the color ImageNet data, standard augmentation methods
[11] were used: cropping images based on a distorted version of the annotated
bounding box, random horizontal flipping, and altering the intensities of the
RGB channel. RMSProp optimizer was used with a decay factor of 0.9. The
initial learning rate was set to 0.01 with a decay factor of 0.94 every 2 epochs [9].
The batch size was set to 64. The network was trained until the loss converged.
The model converged after about 14 days and 1.67 million steps (around 84
epochs). The validation accuracy was 0.9169 for top-5 and 0.7372 for top-1. The
state-of-the-art validation accuracy using Inception-V3 on the same dataset is
0.939 for top-5 and 0.780 for top-1 [12].

For training on the grayscale ImageNet data, the same hyper-parameters
and augmentation methods were used. After augmentation, the color images
were converted to grayscale, using the Luma transformation [7]. The batch size
was set to 64 and the network was trained until the loss converged. The model
converged after about 16 days and 1.92 million steps (around 100 epochs). The
validation images were also converted to grayscale, and the validation accuracy
was 0.9117 for top-5 and 0.7323 for top-1. Surprisingly, the performance of the
model trained and tested on grayscale ImageNet was only 0.5% lower than the
color model, suggesting that color is not a critical feature in image classification.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the first-layer kernels
learned from the color model and the grayscale model.
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fungus

scalded milk

Use auxiliary data / task!

Medical  
imaging

Xie & Richmond, ECCV 2018 workshop

4 Y. Xie and D. Richmond

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Fine-tuning the ImageNet-trained models on X-ray data. (a) The color model
is fine-tuned and tested on X-ray data after converting the X-ray images to 3-channel
pseudo-color images. (b) The grayscale model is fine-tuned and tested on X-ray data
without any image transformation.

For training on the color ImageNet data, standard augmentation methods
[11] were used: cropping images based on a distorted version of the annotated
bounding box, random horizontal flipping, and altering the intensities of the
RGB channel. RMSProp optimizer was used with a decay factor of 0.9. The
initial learning rate was set to 0.01 with a decay factor of 0.94 every 2 epochs [9].
The batch size was set to 64. The network was trained until the loss converged.
The model converged after about 14 days and 1.67 million steps (around 84
epochs). The validation accuracy was 0.9169 for top-5 and 0.7372 for top-1. The
state-of-the-art validation accuracy using Inception-V3 on the same dataset is
0.939 for top-5 and 0.780 for top-1 [12].

For training on the grayscale ImageNet data, the same hyper-parameters
and augmentation methods were used. After augmentation, the color images
were converted to grayscale, using the Luma transformation [7]. The batch size
was set to 64 and the network was trained until the loss converged. The model
converged after about 16 days and 1.92 million steps (around 100 epochs). The
validation images were also converted to grayscale, and the validation accuracy
was 0.9117 for top-5 and 0.7323 for top-1. Surprisingly, the performance of the
model trained and tested on grayscale ImageNet was only 0.5% lower than the
color model, suggesting that color is not a critical feature in image classification.
The results are summarized in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the first-layer kernels
learned from the color model and the grayscale model.
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Goal: train deep network encoder  using lots of unlabeled data…f(x)

Self-supervised representation learning

Key idea: We don’t have a supervised task, so “invent” one!
- No generative model

- “Pretend” labels automatically generated
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x z yencoder f(x)
input labelrepresentation

linear g(z)

Goal: train deep network encoder  using lots of unlabeled data…f(x)

requires less labeled data than supervised deep network

… so that training a simpler (e.g. linear) classifier on the representation suffices 

Self-supervised representation learning

Key idea: We don’t have a supervised task, so “invent” one!
- No generative model

- “Pretend” labels automatically generated
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Where does the pretext task come from?
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Where does the pretext task come from? Think of it as a form of “global 
supervision”, modeling consistency, 
invariances, stability, etc.
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Where does the pretext task come from?

input embedding label Target task 
  

data points
n ≪ m

f(X) g(Z)

Think of it as a form of “global 
supervision”, modeling consistency, 
invariances, stability, etc.
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visual data mining, …
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Target Tasks:  
object detection,  
visual data mining, …

(Doersch, Gupta, Efros 2015)

Unsupervised Visual Representation Learning by Context Prediction

Carl Doersch1,2 Abhinav Gupta1 Alexei A. Efros2
1 School of Computer Science 2 Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University University of California, Berkeley

Abstract

This work explores the use of spatial context as a source
of free and plentiful supervisory signal for training a rich
visual representation. Given only a large, unlabeled image
collection, we extract random pairs of patches from each
image and train a convolutional neural net to predict the po-
sition of the second patch relative to the first. We argue that
doing well on this task requires the model to learn to recog-
nize objects and their parts. We demonstrate that the fea-
ture representation learned using this within-image context
indeed captures visual similarity across images. For exam-
ple, this representation allows us to perform unsupervised
visual discovery of objects like cats, people, and even birds
from the Pascal VOC 2011 detection dataset. Furthermore,
we show that the learned ConvNet can be used in the R-
CNN framework [21] and provides a significant boost over
a randomly-initialized ConvNet, resulting in state-of-the-
art performance among algorithms which use only Pascal-
provided training set annotations.

1. Introduction

Recently, new computer vision methods have leveraged
large datasets of millions of labeled examples to learn rich,
high-performance visual representations [32]. Yet efforts
to scale these methods to truly Internet-scale datasets (i.e.
hundreds of billions of images) are hampered by the sheer
expense of the human annotation required. A natural way
to address this difficulty would be to employ unsupervised
learning, which aims to use data without any annotation.
Unfortunately, despite several decades of sustained effort,
unsupervised methods have not yet been shown to extract
useful information from large collections of full-sized, real
images. After all, without labels, it is not even clear what
should be represented. How can one write an objective
function to encourage a representation to capture, for ex-
ample, objects, if none of the objects are labeled?

Interestingly, in the text domain, context has proven to
be a powerful source of automatic supervisory signal for
learning representations [3, 41, 9, 40]. Given a large text
corpus, the idea is to train a model that maps each word
to a feature vector, such that it is easy to predict the words

Example: 

Figure 1. Our task for learning patch representations involves ran-
domly sampling a patch (blue) and then one of eight possible
neighbors (red). Can you guess the spatial configuration for the
two pairs of patches? Note that the task is much easier once you
have recognized the object!

Answerkey:Q1:BottomrightQ2:Topcenter

in the context (i.e., a few words before and/or after) given
the vector. This converts an apparently unsupervised prob-
lem (finding a good similarity metric between words) into
a “self-supervised” one: learning a function from a given
word to the words surrounding it. Here the context predic-
tion task is just a “pretext” to force the model to learn a
good word embedding, which, in turn, has been shown to
be useful in a number of real tasks, such as semantic word
similarity [40].

Our paper aims to provide a similar “self-supervised”
formulation for image data: a supervised task involving pre-
dicting the context for a patch. Our task is illustrated in Fig-
ures 1 and 2. We sample random pairs of patches in one of
eight spatial configurations, and present each pair to a ma-
chine learner, providing no information about the patches’
original position within the image. The algorithm must then
guess the position of one patch relative to the other. Our
underlying hypothesis is that doing well on this task re-
quires understanding scenes and objects, i.e. a good visual
representation for this task will need to extract objects and
their parts in order to reason about their relative spatial lo-
cation. “Objects,” after all, consist of multiple parts that
can be detected independently of one another, and which
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(Pathak et al. 2016)
(Doersch et al 2015, Noroozi & Favaro 2016, Zhang et al 2016, Pathak et al 2016, Gidaris et al 2018, Chen et al 2019, Kolesnikov et al 2019, …)

(Doersch, Gupta, Efros 2015)

Unsupervised Visual Representation Learning by Context Prediction

Carl Doersch1,2 Abhinav Gupta1 Alexei A. Efros2
1 School of Computer Science 2 Dept. of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University University of California, Berkeley

Abstract

This work explores the use of spatial context as a source
of free and plentiful supervisory signal for training a rich
visual representation. Given only a large, unlabeled image
collection, we extract random pairs of patches from each
image and train a convolutional neural net to predict the po-
sition of the second patch relative to the first. We argue that
doing well on this task requires the model to learn to recog-
nize objects and their parts. We demonstrate that the fea-
ture representation learned using this within-image context
indeed captures visual similarity across images. For exam-
ple, this representation allows us to perform unsupervised
visual discovery of objects like cats, people, and even birds
from the Pascal VOC 2011 detection dataset. Furthermore,
we show that the learned ConvNet can be used in the R-
CNN framework [21] and provides a significant boost over
a randomly-initialized ConvNet, resulting in state-of-the-
art performance among algorithms which use only Pascal-
provided training set annotations.

1. Introduction

Recently, new computer vision methods have leveraged
large datasets of millions of labeled examples to learn rich,
high-performance visual representations [32]. Yet efforts
to scale these methods to truly Internet-scale datasets (i.e.
hundreds of billions of images) are hampered by the sheer
expense of the human annotation required. A natural way
to address this difficulty would be to employ unsupervised
learning, which aims to use data without any annotation.
Unfortunately, despite several decades of sustained effort,
unsupervised methods have not yet been shown to extract
useful information from large collections of full-sized, real
images. After all, without labels, it is not even clear what
should be represented. How can one write an objective
function to encourage a representation to capture, for ex-
ample, objects, if none of the objects are labeled?

Interestingly, in the text domain, context has proven to
be a powerful source of automatic supervisory signal for
learning representations [3, 41, 9, 40]. Given a large text
corpus, the idea is to train a model that maps each word
to a feature vector, such that it is easy to predict the words

Example: 

Figure 1. Our task for learning patch representations involves ran-
domly sampling a patch (blue) and then one of eight possible
neighbors (red). Can you guess the spatial configuration for the
two pairs of patches? Note that the task is much easier once you
have recognized the object!

Answerkey:Q1:BottomrightQ2:Topcenter

in the context (i.e., a few words before and/or after) given
the vector. This converts an apparently unsupervised prob-
lem (finding a good similarity metric between words) into
a “self-supervised” one: learning a function from a given
word to the words surrounding it. Here the context predic-
tion task is just a “pretext” to force the model to learn a
good word embedding, which, in turn, has been shown to
be useful in a number of real tasks, such as semantic word
similarity [40].

Our paper aims to provide a similar “self-supervised”
formulation for image data: a supervised task involving pre-
dicting the context for a patch. Our task is illustrated in Fig-
ures 1 and 2. We sample random pairs of patches in one of
eight spatial configurations, and present each pair to a ma-
chine learner, providing no information about the patches’
original position within the image. The algorithm must then
guess the position of one patch relative to the other. Our
underlying hypothesis is that doing well on this task re-
quires understanding scenes and objects, i.e. a good visual
representation for this task will need to extract objects and
their parts in order to reason about their relative spatial lo-
cation. “Objects,” after all, consist of multiple parts that
can be detected independently of one another, and which
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Target Task: 
Question answering 
Sentiment analysisELMo, GPT, BERT, T5, …

(Mikolov et al 2013, Kiros et al 2015, Peter et al 2018, Howard & Ruder 2018, Devlin et al 2019,..)
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Image source: https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/11/open-sourcing-bert-state-of-art-pre.html

Target Task: 
Question answering 
Sentiment analysisELMo, GPT, BERT, T5, …

(Mikolov et al 2013, Kiros et al 2015, Peter et al 2018, Howard & Ruder 2018, Devlin et al 2019,..)
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Image source: https://ai.googleblog.com/2018/11/open-sourcing-bert-state-of-art-pre.html

Target Task: 
Question answering 
Sentiment analysisELMo, GPT, BERT, T5, …

(Devlin et al 2019)

(Mikolov et al 2013, Kiros et al 2015, Peter et al 2018, Howard & Ruder 2018, Devlin et al 2019,..)
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positive pair 

negative 
sample… despite the simplicity, this 

idea works really well !
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(Invariance to perturbations)
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linear fine tuning on ImageNet
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input embedding output

 
 
 
 
 
Common intuition:  
same “semantic knowledge” 
the only way to solve the jigsaw is to 
understand that it is a picture of a cat 

Formalization?  

How much can pre-training help generalization?
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Self-supervision can accelerate learning
Theorem (Robinson et al 2020). If central condition holds and

the pretext task has learning rate               , we use                    
pretext samples, then with probability        , the target task has 
excess risk

29
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Rate: O(n−γ)

Robinson, Sra, Jegelka. Strength from Weakness: Fast 
Learning Using Weak Supervision.
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Weakly-supervised learning

Metric Learning Self-supervised learning

Contrastive learning

Learning without labels
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Setting up contrastive learning: the loss function

Learn “similarity” scores so that positives much 
more similar to each other than to negatives
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Can outperform supervised pretraining (He et al 2020, Misra & van der Maaten 2020) 

BUT: how get positive / negative pairs without labels?

Setting up contrastive learning: the loss function

Learn “similarity” scores so that positives much 
more similar to each other than to negatives
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Generating positive & negative samples

positives: a random combination  
                of data augmentations 

Image from (Chen et. al. 2020)
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Generating positive & negative samples

positives: a random combination  
                of data augmentations 

Image from (Chen et. al. 2020)

negatives: uniformly 
sampled at random from 
dataset

Uniformly sampled from STL10 dataset
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aggressive use  
of 

augmentation

Key factors driving performance 

 (SimCLR, MoCo)
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aggressive use  
of 

augmentation

momentum 
encoding  
enabling 

large 
negative 
batches

Key factors driving performance 

the 
projection 

head

(Also key: normalization onto sphere) (SimCLR, MoCo)
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(Figure from Grill et al. 2020)
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(Figure from Chen et al. 2020)
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Scoring the similarity: so-called projection head 
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(Figure from Chen et al. 2020)

Pretrain using , finetune using just  (throw away )g ∘ f f g
 is a deep encoder (e.g. ResNet),  a 2 or 3 layer MLPf g
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negatives are typically sampled uniformly 
at random from training data

How can you generate negative samples? 
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negatives are typically sampled uniformly 
at random from training data

How can you generate negative samples? 

• it is easy to implement


• no supervision to required guide sampling


• large negative batches get good coverage 

Some pros of uniform sampling
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Uniform sampling: what could go wrong?

38

1) false negatives
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Uniform sampling: what could go wrong?

38

1) false negatives
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Uniform sampling: what could go wrong?
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1) false negatives

2) easy negatives 
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Uniform sampling: what could go wrong?

39

1) false negatives

2) easy negatives 

model already  
knows are 
different
no useful  

gradient signal
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False negatives: do they matter? 

40

Do they even matter? What can we do about them?
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Impact of false negatives and debiased CL

41

Removing false negatives improves generalization 
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Impact of false negatives and debiased CL

41

Removing false negatives improves generalization 

Embeddings evaluated by 
fixing the parameters and 
training a linear model on 
the learned features

uniform negatives

no false negatives
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Impact of false negatives and debiased CL

41

Removing false negatives improves generalization 

Embeddings evaluated by 
fixing the parameters and 
training a linear model on 
the learned features

uniform negatives

no false negatives
Problem: training data is 
unlabeled, so we cannot directly 
identify false negatives 
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Impact of false negatives and debiased CL

41

Removing false negatives improves generalization 

Embeddings evaluated by 
fixing the parameters and 
training a linear model on 
the learned features

uniform negatives

no false negatives
Problem: training data is 
unlabeled, so we cannot directly 
identify false negatives 

Idea: use positive and uniform 
samples to approximate true 
negatives
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When negatives are too easy

42

Easy negatives not useful, potentially even bad?

 what if the model already  
knows two samples are 

different?

no useful  
gradient signal
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Hard Negatives

43

Sample Negatives  
Uniformly from 
Dataset  
(typical method)

Sample Hard 
Negatives  
(our method)

Anchor: Negative Batch: 
 

WillowSycamore Maple Sequoia

OakVioletsMountain

Embedding Space:

Oak

Oak

Willowanchor

hard negatives

easy negatives
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Hard Negatives

43

Sample Negatives  
Uniformly from 
Dataset  
(typical method)

Sample Hard 
Negatives  
(our method)

Anchor: Negative Batch: 
 

WillowSycamore Maple Sequoia

OakVioletsMountain

Embedding Space:

Oak

Oak

Willowanchor

hard negatives

easy negatives

hard negatives  are precisely 
the samples that your encoder 
is currently “wrong” on
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What do hard negatives look like?

44

Anchor 

Hard 
negatives 

Uniform  
Negatives
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What do hard negatives look like?

44

Anchor 

Hard 
negatives 

Uniform  
Negatives

Question: How to sample hard negatives?
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  whereqβ(x− |x, x−diff. class)

sample negatives  from {x−
i }N

i=1 p(x− |x, x−diff. class)

How to sample hard negatives?*

45

Sample Negatives  
Uniformly from 
Dataset  
(typical method)

Sample Hard 
Negatives  
(our method)

Anchor: Negative Batch: 
 

WillowSycamore Maple Sequoia

OakVioletsMountain

Embedding Space:

Oak

Oak

Willow

  qβ(x−) ∝ eβf(x)⊤ f(x−) ⋅ p(x−)

hard negatives:  controls the  
level of “hardness”

β

sample negatives  from marginal {x−
i }N

i=1 p(x−)

avoid false hard negatives, 
approximated using Positive-
Unlabeled learning methods

uniform  
negatives

hard 
negatives sample negatives  from{x−

i }N
i=1

debiased 
negatives

sampling from  using importance sampling with proposal 

 so we can generate in-batch hard negatives

qβ

p(x−)

As before use positive and uniform samples to approximate true 
negatives. Have a tuning param to control “hardness”
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Hard Negative Sampling: Implementation*

46

Implementation is simple & efficient

sampling from  using importance sampling with proposal 

 so we can generate in-batch hard negatives

qβ

p(x−)
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Hard Negative Sampling: Experimental results

47

Comparison on vision problems

hard negative sampling & debasing (removing false negatives) 
also help on language and pixel-level control problems
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Summary & References

48

contrastive learning: pushes positive pairs together, negatives apart 
false negatives:  can be partly removed without supervision 
not all negatives are created equal: harder negatives are better  
looking forward: making SSL as easy as supervised learning?

https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2021/05/31/contrastive-representation-learning.html 

https://lilianweng.github.io/lil-log/2019/11/10/self-supervised-learning.html 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.04592 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.05709 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.10242 

SimCLR paper:

Align-Unifom paper:

Hard negatives paper:

Blog posts

Reading material
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